iVision is a web-based application that delivers the ideal solution for inter-office and remote location deployment of images and analyzed road data. Users can access the images and data anywhere they have a web browser and internet connection. Processed data can be viewed in a user-customizable workspace and all views remain synchronized with each other.

See: iVision is a web application that offers synchronized viewing of all your pavement management data. Using any web browser, iVision allows you to view synchronized right-of-way videolog, pavement images, and your choice of collected pavement management and condition data over the internet.

Find: Users can specify the exact location they would like to view using the map, typing in the location or by simply using our drop down selection: by county, route number, section, or any other available location reference you use. iVision includes the mapping functionality of Microsoft® Bing Maps™, allowing the user to navigate road network data intuitively.

Share: Infrastructure professionals can make a bigger difference with iVision and its ability to enable boundaryless collaboration with other members of the team.

Hosted: Gaining IT budgets and expanding rigid IT systems can be difficult. The iVision hosted solution eliminates the need for you to invest in expensive hardware. We are dedicated to getting you the information to do the job through a team who understands what you do, what you need, and why you need it.

Integrate: iVision provides the capability to launch the viewer to any road section from a third party GiS application.
**Safe:** With iVision, the need to travel to a site on your network for inspection is greatly reduced, making it safer and more cost effective to view the data and make critical decisions from your computer.

**Communicate:** iVision acts as a platform that takes down the barriers of communication, allowing anyone you want to view the data. In a single click you can email an image, chart or location to a colleague, ensuring they have a shared vision.

**Proven:** iVision builds upon best of breed technologies developed by Fugro that have been tried and tested over the last four decades by many state DOT’s including: Louisiana DOTD, West Virginia DOT, Virginia DOT, and Mississippi DOT.

**Analyze:** iVision gives you powerful analysis tools such as charts, tables, and filters which enable your staff to view and share actionable information from anywhere. iVision is competitively priced, quick to learn, and easy to use.

**Work:** Pavement management and maintenance budgets are limited and need to be managed effectively. iVision is an effective web application that will complement a road infrastructure management program seeking to improve pavement longevity and safety, while reducing the amount of money it takes to accomplish that goal.

**Specifications**

**Server:**
- Windows 2003 Server or later
- SQL Server 2005 or later
- Bing Map license key (www.bingmapsportal.com)
- Silverlight 4.0
- IIS 7.0 or later
- .NET 4.0 or later
- Oracle 11g or later

**Client:**
- Web Browsers IE7+ FF 3.0+, Chrome and any others supporting the Silverlight 4.0 Plug-In
- Silverlight 4.0 Plug-In installed
- Processed data can be viewed in a user-customizable table along with charts in a flexible layout

**Features: Standards & Professional**

- Right-of-way images
- Pavement images
- Tables
- Maps
- Charts
- Available as a server installed or hosted
- Workspace
- Locator search
- Sharing
- Level of detail
- Thematic maps
- Web application
- Map search (Microsoft® Bing Maps™)

**Additional Features in iVision Professional:**

- Images can be accessed from third party apps
- Chart creator
- User management
- Full size images loaded by default

**Support and Maintenance**

Fugro is committed to ensuring that you get the support you need in order to utilize iVision to its full potential.

**Features of our support program include:**

- Phone support (Mon to Fri, 6:00a.m.-6:00p.m. EST)
- Onsite technical support and training
- 24 hour online customer support web portal

**Premier Services Group (PSG):**

PSG provides services to enhance the project-specific knowledge of key clients and to help them innovate at the top of their industries, including:

- Installation and support services
- Managing plug-in development
- Writing productivity scripts and high-end work flows
- Optimizing hardware
- Customized training and documentation
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